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This thesis is concerned with a quantification of the effects of
prices of plywood and veneer sheets, income, construction index, consumer
price index, interest rate, exchange rate, and oil price index on demand
and supply of plywood and veneer sheets in the United States, Canada,
Japan, Ghana and the Ivory Coast.
First, a Marshallian demand function—theory of consumer behavior—
is employed through the use of simultaneous equations and two-stage
least squares techniques to estimate the parameters of the demand model.
Lastly, a dynamic approach is used to estimate the income effects of
the demand for plywood and veneer sheets.
The objective of this thesis is the focus on consumer behavior
with respect to plywood and veneer sheets in developed and developing
countries. Exporters and importers in the international markets are
the key determinants of foreign exchange earnings necessary for develop¬
ment in most developing countries.
The results of this study found that if the policymaker slightly
raises the price of plywood and veneer sheets in the United States,
Canada, Japan and Ghana, then it would not have much effect on the
change in demand for plywood and veneer sheets because the price
elasticity is inelastic. However, in the Ivory Coast, the price change
will have much effect on the demand for plywood and veneer sheets
because the price elasticity is elastic.
Income elasticities of demand in the United States, Canada, Ghana
and the Ivory Coast are elastic. This means that if income changes
by a small amount, then it would have a lot of effect on the demand for
plywood and veneer sheets. But in Japan, income elasticity of demand
for plywood and veneer sheets is inelastic. This means that a change
in income will not have much effect on the demand for plywood and
veneer sheets.
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The world hardwood market underwent some massive changes in the
recent past.^ In the United States, for example, the wood products
industry had a rapidly deteriorating negative trade balance over the
period 1981 to 1983. In 1983, the value of imports exceeded that of
exports by over 1.5 billion dollars—a record deficit; and industry
experts are concerned with the potential impacts of future changes in
the market.
On the other side of the Ocean, some developing countries with
the help of donor agencies have mounted aggressive campaigns seeking
markets for their hardwood.
From all indications, the world wood market is likely to change
in the future and an understanding of the interplay of factors
is warranted. Forecasts of production, consumption and other broad
aggregates of the hardwood market have been made by various agencies
but few studies with a focus to structural analysis exist. This study
will focus on one sector of the hardwood market—the plywood and veneer
sheets industries.
1
U. S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of the Census, A Competitive
Assessment of the U. S. Solid Wood Products Industry, p. 7.
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In 1982, the world production of plywood and veneer sheets was
about 40,766 cubic meters (or an increase of 54.57 percent from
1965). Almost all of the plywood and veneer sheets were produced
by the United States, Canada and Japan, accounting for about 62.3
percent in 1982, and about 38 percent was produced by the U. S. S. R.
and other countries (see Table 9).
For developing countries, Ghana and the Ivory Coast were major
producers. Even though their combined world market share of 0.13 percent
was low as compared to other African countries, they were important
plywood and veneer sheets producers.
Although the plywood and veneer sheets industries are smaller
compared to other wood industries in the world, they are the fastest
growing industries.
Consumption
The world plywood and veneer sheets consumption in 1982 was about
40,670,000 cubic meters, an increase of 53.14 percent from 1965. The
United States is the single most important plywood and veneer sheets
consuming country with a share of about 34.60 percent (14,071,000 cubfc
meters in 1982) of the total world consumption. It is followed by
Japan with 17.46 percent (7,103,000 cubic meters). Canada consumed around
1,676 cubic meters or 4.12 percent. Ghana and the Ivory Coast consumed






Plywood and Veneer Sheets. In this study, wood-based panels
as defined under Industrial Classification 634/641 are examined;
plywood is defined under export code (EX) 634 and veneer sheets EX634.1.
In its most common form, plywood is made by combining three sheets
of veneer with the grain of the central veneer being at right angles
to that of the outer sheets. The sheets are then glued together under
pressure. There is a wide variety of plywood available, differing in
thickness (two, three, five, seven or more veneers may be used), in
strength, in durability and in appearance. It is a panel material having
remarkably high strength properties for its weight. It is dimensionally
stable and the development of synthetic resin adhesives has made it
'3
possible to produce completely waterproof grades. Commercial plywood
is normally obtainable in thicknesses ranging from one-third of an inch to
one inch (3mm to 25mm), but this range can be extended-for special end-
uses. The bonding media used in the manufacture of plywood are of the
utmost importance since their properties determine the characteristics
and end-usage of the final product. The bonding materials and the
number of veneers used are important cost factors in the production of
plywood.
p
The Food and Agricultural Organization, Yearbook of Forest Product,
1968-1975, p. 18.
3Jack H. Leigw, The Timber Trade: An Introduction to Commercial
Aspects (New York; Pergamam Press, 1971), p. 10.
Objective
The overall objective of this thesis is to study the structure
of the world plywood and veneer sheets industry. This will be done
by:
1) Identifying the factors that influence the demand for plywood
and veneer sheets;
2) Identifying the interaction between consumption, production,
imports, exports, prices of plywood and veneer sheets, exchange
rate, interest rate, oil price index, consumer price index,
construction index and gross domestic product using an
appropriate economic model; and
3) Estimating in a simultaneous framework the quantitative impacts
of the identified factors on the plywood and veneer sheets
market using data on selected countries.
There are some important aspects of the plywood and veneer sheets
market that need to be taken into account if the analysis is to be
meaningful. First, on account of the unavailability of some of the
relevant data, this study cannot distinguish between soft plywood and
hard plywood. Although their production and trade patterns differ
significantly, distinguishing between hardwood and softwood plywood is
difficult because the price of plywood may have both hardwood and
softwood layers. Thus, there is the usual product indivisibility
problem.
For simplicity, this study will treat plywood as a homogenous
product. In the case of veneer, a veneer log cannot be distinguished
from a sawlog. In effect, the concept of demand for wood in this study
means demand for plywood and veneer sheets only.
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Justification
The focus on selected plywood and veneer sheets is appropriate
because both products are used for building, furniture and other
industrial applications, such as, boxes and toys.
The hardwood industry plays a significant role in trade
activities of a country and hence contributes to the growth in gross
domestic product. This is true for countries like the United States,
Canada and Japan. In developing countries, the hardwood industry is
a big foreign exchange earner and their future export potential is
important for the overall development effort of most of these countries.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
The literature on the industrial wood market has developed rapidly
in the recent past. There is now a considerable body of writing in
the field focusing on supply and consumption of industrial wood.
The Food and Agricultural Organization (FAO) has regularly
projected consumption, supply and production of wood for several
countries. The projectives are based on gross domestic product growth
of the countries, population, historical consumption, production and
price levels and various other market factors.
The FAO uses a number of approaches in developing its forecast
for world consumption. A country's consumption is determined by such
factors as income level and price of wood. Statistical methods are
used to predict the future consumption of wood products. Using these
techniques, FAO projects that total world production of softwood and
hardwood will be 1818.5 million cubic meters in the year 2000.
A World Bank Staff study uses procedures very similar to that of
the FAO to analyze the market in tropical hardwood. The study focuses
on its supply and demanded quantity. The demand for tropical hardwood
is hypothesized as a function of gross national product and price of
wood using simple regression techniques.
The author found that the demand prospect for tropical hardwood
is relatively bright, given the high income elasticity of demand
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for logs of all species, (coniferous and broad leavened). The study
estimated the income elasticity toobe between 0.4 and.0.7. This means
that a ten percent change in income will increase the demand to a level
between four and seven percent.
The author identified the supply-side constraints as the major
contributor to the resultant rising prices of tropical hardwood. Thus,
the supply-side constraints will dampen the growth of tropical hardwood
and hence it is likely that consumption will be very slow. It is projected
to grow at a rate of 1.4 percent in 1980 to 1995, compared to 3.1 percent
and 6.2 percent experienced in 1970 to 1980 and 1961 to 1970, respectively.
In the United States, the National Forest Products Association has
estimated the demand for hardwood in the world and the United States.
The study predicts demand to increase 28 percent and 39 percent,
respectively in the 1980s, and 17 percent and 14 percent in the 1990s.
This compares with 26.6 percent increase in world demand from 1980
to 1990 projected by the FAO. Despite the minor discrepancies in the
two estimates, the fact still remains that world demand will increase
and supplier countries must work to meet the demand to avoid further
price rises.
In 1984, the U. S. Department of Commerce International Trade
Administration reported that the basic raw material supply of both
hardwoods and softwoods will be adequate well into the next century.
The U. S. Forest Service projections call for softwood supplies of
eleven billion cubic feet by the year 2000. In addition, to these
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forecasting models, studies have been conducted directly addressing
some policy issues in the world wood market.
In 1908, Gifford Pinchot^ raised some of the policy issues in
the wood market. He predicted that the United States would have
completely depleted its timber reserves by 1938. More recently, the
concern has shifted to balancing the availability of hardwood and the
increasingly different uses.
Another early study in this area was done by Hyde. Hyde's study
focused on the policy controversy surrounding the allocation of national
forest land to alternate uses. His results differ substantially from
3those of the early study of the U. S. Forest Service which found about
25 percent less output than Hyde estimates.
The author also suggested some of the economic theories which may
be useful in the long-run timber supply, and the optimal allocation of
forest land to timber production and to other uses, are principally
4
recreation.
^William F. Hyde, Timber, Supply, Land Allocation, and Economic
Efficiency (Baltimore: Johns Hopkins University Press, 1980).
2
M. Clawson, "Forests in the Long Sweep of American History,"
Journal of Economic Literature, vol. xx (March 1982):130-131.
3
U. S. Department of Agriculture, U. S. Forest Service, Division
of Forest Economics Research, Timber Trends in VJestern Oregon and
Western Washington, Pacific Northwest Forest and Range Experiment
Station Research Paper, PNW5 (Washington, D. C.: Government Printing
Office, 1963).
^Hyde applies this analysis to two case studies from the important
Douglas fir region (roughly the area of Oregon and Washington west of
Cascade crest) which produces about one quarter of the nation's softwood
timber.
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The author's major problem was to determine the combination of input
(time, capital and labor) and the production process which maximizes land
rent at a specified price. As the specified price is increased, the
optimal process and input vector changes and the level of long-run supply
generally increases, although a backward-bending supply curve is
theoretically possible. He concludes that economically efficent timber
management of public lands in the Douglas fir region would increase timber
output substantially while freeing 4.6 million acres for non-timber uses.
Another policy focused study was conducted by The U. S. Forest
Service. The study examined the possibility of expanding timber harvest
on roaded areas to offset the timber production which would be lost from
5
allocating currently roadless areas to wilderness status.
The allocation and preservation of forest land is an especially
important policy issue confronting developing countries in the tropical
areas since most of their land is fragile and susceptible to erosion
once timber is removed. Knowledge gained from other countries' experience
is thus very useful for policy planning in developing countries where
most of the policy institution are in their formative stages.
Page’s study for the Ghana timber industry is probably one of the
most important in the area. The author was primarily interested in the
5
U. S. Department of Agriculture, U. S..Forest Service, Roadless
Area-intensive Management Trade-Offs on Pacific Northwest National
Forests, by Robert M. Randall, Roger D. Fight. Ket Connauahton et al,
Research Paper PNW 258 (Portland, Or.: Pacific Northwest Forest and
Range Experiment Station, August 1979).
®John M. Page, Jr., Scott R. Pearson, and Hayne E. Leland, Food
Research Institute Studies, vol. xv, no. 1, 1976, p. 25.
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economic used survey data for the five-month period from May through
September 1976 and applied statistical methods to estimate the level of
the royalty and the profitability of firms in Ghana. The theoretical
model was a classic microeconomic theory. In this sense. Page's study
is quite different from the aggregate models used by the FAO and other
agencies.
In his study he found that if the ad valorem rate were set at the
levels which would remove 100 percent of the resource-based rents from
large firms, all other classes of firms would experience subnormal
profits or losses. Alternatively, if the criterion for establishing the
royalty were based on assuring the continued normal profitability of
very small-scale logging enterprises, other classes of firms would make
supernormal profit. The ad valorem rents also provide evidence of the,
extent to which the Ghanaian government failed to capture economic rents,
especially those associated with export quality log.
The essence of a literature survey is to gain understanding of the
subject matter of interest and to also identify the information in the
area in order to be able to make an original contribution. This thesis
will adapt the methodologies from existing literature to examine the
specific conditions in the plywood and veneer sheets market. Such an
effort is overdue. An important aspect of this thesis is the simul¬
taneous framework used in estimation of the relationships. Almost all
of the previous studies on the world wood market have concentrated only
on the direct effects on quantity demand due to some exogenous change
using single equation models.
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In this thesis, it will be shown that once indirect effects are
allowed via a simultaneous equation model, more specific and reliable
policy conclusions can be drawn regarding the impacts of the interaction
of the several factors that are operating in the hardwoods market.
To my knowledge, there is no econometric study focusing directly
on the plywood and veneer sheets market. Giving the increasing
importance of this market, this thesis will provide the information
needed by policymakers, industry and other academicians who are involved,
one way or the other, in making decisions about this market.
CHAPTER III
THE MODEL AND METHODOLOGY
The Model
The plywood and veneer sheets model used in this study consists of
five structural equations. All the equations are expressed in linear
form both in variables and,parameters. There are five endogenous
variables in this model. These are:
1) Demand for plywood and veneer sheets (DH);
2) Production of plywood and veneer sheets (PD);
3) Import value of plywood and veneer sheets (IMP);
4) Export value of plywood and veneer sheets (EXP); and
5) Price of plywood and veneer sheets (P).
The variables other than these are exogenous in the model.
Demand for Wood
The quantity demanded for plywood and veneer sheets are not direct
but are derived from the demand for the product for which wood is used.
Based on information from the literature and recent market trends, the
demand for wood is a function of price, imports, exports, and
production. This may be expressed mathematically as follows:
DH* = + b^PD^ + c^IMP^ d^P^ + e^GDP/POP f^CI +g^CPI +h^R + i^ER
Demand may not adjust instantaneously to market changes due to
information, inertia or technological lags. Taking this into account.
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an adjustment process of the following form is used:
DH* - DH^_^ = y(DH* - y > 0
When the appropriate transformations and substitutions are carried
out, an estimable equation in observable variables of the form below
is obtained.
DH^ = ai + b^PD^ + CjIMP^ + d^P^ + e^GDP/POP + f^CI + g^CPI +
+ hj^R + i^ER + 1 ^
where,
DH. = Quantity demanded for plywood and veneer sheets in each
country measured in 1,000 cubic meters;
PD^ = Production of plywood and veneer sheets in each country
measured in 1,000 cubic meters;
P^ = World spot price (the price of Philippines' plywood at
the Tokyo Port^ in U. S. currency);
GDP/POP = Gross domestic product in each country (measured in
U. S. currency) divided by the population;
Cl = Construction index in national account in each country;
CPI = Consumer price index in each country;
R = Interest rate, bank rate (end of period) in each country;
ER = Exchange rate (market rate) equivalent in U. S. dollar
(note that in the United States model was used Canada
exchange equivalent to U. S. dollar because the United
States is the big importer from Canada); and
■ Quantity demanded for plywood and veneer sheets in previous
year.
llMF, International Financial Statistics Yearbook, 1985.
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Supply Equation
The supply of wood is a function of quantity demanded, export,
construction index, exchange rate, a previous, year price and
production. A few observations about this specification is needed.
First, the price used in the output relationship is the world spot
price which is the price of plywood from Philippine at the Tokyo Port.
This is different from the price received by producers in each country.
Second, a time variable has been introduced to account for
technological changes. It was assumed that technology improves over time
and hence a technology value of 1982 should be greater than a technology
value of 1965. The estimation equation may now be represented as:
PDt " ^2 ^ *^2^^t ^ ^ ^ ^2^t-l ^ ^2^^t-l ^ *^2
where,
PD^ = Production of plywood and veneer sheets;
DH^ = Quantity demand for plywood and veneer sheets;
Cl = Construction index;
EXP. = Export value of plywood and veneer sheets measured in 1,000^
U. S. dollars;
ER = Exchange rate; and
Pt 1 = Price of plywood and veneer sheets in previous year.
Price Equation
Changes in oil price influence the determination of plywood and
veneer sheets prices. At least for export purposes, shipping costs—
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due to oil price increases—may rise very high; thus raising price
and reducing demand. Also, it is assumed that the quantity of plywood
and veneer sheets demanded in current years, the previous price, and
production of plywood and veneer sheets influence the present price.
The equation for price may be expressed as:
^t ~ ^5 ^ ^5^^t ^ ^5^t 1 ^ ®5^^t 1 ^ ^5
where,
= Price of Phillippian's plywood at Tokyo Port (code price^
by IMF);
DH^ = Demand for plywood and veneer sheets;
ER = Exchange rate in each country;
R = Bank interest rate;
01 = Oil price index;
P^_j^ = Price of plywood and veneer sheets in previous year; and
PD^_^ = Production of plywood and veneer sheets in previous year.
Import Equation and Export Equation
Imports and exports are influenced by price and production of
previous years. On the import side, domestic demand will influence
imports. As explained earlier, the effect of oil prices on shipping
cost ought to be taken into account also.
On the export side, production in the current year is important
in addition to many of the factors operating on the import side.
Expressions for imports and exports are given below.
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Import equation:
IMPj = aj + bjDH^ + C3CI * djER + ejOI + + gjPD^.j







= Demand for plywood and veneer sheets;
= Construction index;
= Exchange rate in each country;
= Oil price index;
= Import in previous year;
PD^_^ = Production in previous year; and
P^_j = Price in previous year.
Export equation:
EXP^ = H- b^PD^ + c^ER + d^PD^.^ + e^P^,^ + f^EXP^,^ +
where,
PD^ = Production in year t;
ER = Exchange rate in each country;
PD^_^ = Production in previous year;
P^_^ = Price in previous year; and
EXP^_j^ = Export value in previous year.
In summary, the following structural system is hypothesized to
explain the behavior of the world plywood and veneer sheets market.
1) DH^ = ^ ^I'^t e^GDP/POP + f^CI + g^CPI +






All definitions as previously given still hold and U-j is a
disturbance term, whose distribution has a zero mean and constant variance.
The rank and order conditions indicate that the whole system and individual
equations are over identified. Under these circumstances, the method of
two-stage least square- is the appropriate estimation method.
Impact Multi piiers
Before proceeding further, it is essential to emphasize that the
coefficient estimated from the structural equations measure only the
direct effect of the explanatory variable on the endogenous variable.
The total effect is given by the reduced form coefficient (impact
multiplier) which includes both the direct and indirect effects.
An impact multiplier is defined as the change in an endogenous
variable as a result of a change in an exogenous variable, ceteris
paribus. The impact multiplier is a useful tool for analyzing the
effect of an exogenous variable on the endogenous variable. The
'^3’’t-l ^3
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following are the impact multipliers of each variable affecting the
demand and supply of plywood and veneer sheets.
dHD^/dPD^ = b^b2 + b^^^ + c^^b^ + d^b^ + e^^b^
dPD^/dDH^ = b^b2 + + ^4^2^!
dlMP^/dDH^ = b^Cj^ + c^^^
dEXP^/dDH^ = b^d^ + d^^^
dPj/dDH^ = bjej + ej/j
Hypotheses
Based on a review of literature on the world plywood and veneer
sheets markets, the following hypotheses are suggested for examination
in this study.
1) There is a negative relationship between price and quantity
demand of plywood and veneer sheets between 1965 and 1982.
2) There is a positive relationship between the per capita income
of a country and the demand for plywood and veneer sheets
between 1965 and 1982.
3) There is a positive relationship between production and demand
between 1965 and 1982.
4) There is a positive- relationship between construction index and
and demand for plywood and veneer between 1965 and 1982.
5) There is a positive relationship between price of oil and export
of plywood and veneer between 1965 and 1982.
6) There is a negative relationship between price of oil and import
of plywood and veneer between 1965 and 1982.
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7) There is a negative relationship between exchange rate and
the quantity demanded of plywood and veneer sheets between
1965 and 1982.
8) The importance of foreign currency, i.e., dollar, is a possible
influence in raising the developing countries' share in export and
decreasing share in import for wood so that the relationship
between exchange rate and import is negative and the relationship
between exchange rate and export is positive, especially in Ghana
and the Ivory Coast.
Data and Variables Used
The data covers the period 1965 to 1982 for five selected countries:
the United States, Canada, Japan, Ghana and the Ivory Coast. These
countries are selected because of their high levels of consumption,
production, import and export. Ghana and the Ivory Coast are purpose¬
fully selected to explain developing countries effects. Tables 9 and 10
show the world's production, consumption, import and export.
In 1965, the world's total production of plywood and veneer
sheets was 26,374 cubic meters compared to 40,766 cubic meters
in 1982, an increase of about 154.57 percent. The United States'
production of plywood and veneer sheets in 1982 was 16,300 cubic
meters, an increase of about 27.23 percent from 1965, and the
production of the United States was about 40 percent of the world's
production. In 1982, Canada's production of plywood and veneer sheets
was about 2,156 cubic meters, an increase of about 16.92 percent from
1965. The market share of these productions was about 8.7 of the
world's production.
The next largest producer, Japan, relies heavily on imported lags and
produces mainly for domestic use. During the past 18 years, the Japanese
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production of plywood and veneer sheets increased by 584.2 percent, and
the peak of increase was in 1972. In Ghana, the primary production of
plywood and veneer sheets in 1979 and 1982 was about 54,000 cubic meters
which indicates an increase of 157.14 percent from 1965. In the Ivory
Coast, the production of plywood and veneer sheets in 1982 was 54,000
cubic meters, an increase of 184.21 percent from 1965.
In terms of world consumption, in 1982 the demand for plywood and
veneer sheets increased about 40,670 cubic meters from the 1965 level
which indicates about 53.14 percent increase. The demand for plywood
and veneer sheets in the United States averaged around 1,705,894 cubic
meters from 1965 to 1982. In 1981, the demand for plywood and veneer
sheets was about 17,180 cubic meters, an increase of 22.05 percent.
However, due to the recession in 1982, the demand for plywood and veneer
sheets dropped by 18.1 percent. In Canada, the demand was approximately
1,537 cubic meters, indicating an increase of 9.04 percent.
In 1965, the demand for plywood and veneer sheets in Japan was
approximately 2,327 cubic meters as compared to 7,103 cubic meters in
1982, indicating an increase of 205.24 percent. For Ghana, the demand
was about 48,000 cubic meters in 1982 which was an increase of approxi¬
mately 433.33 percent from 1965. In the Ivory Coast, the demand for
plywood and veneer sheets decreased from 57,000 cubic meters in 1980 to
1,000 cubic meters in 1981 and 1982.
In international trade terms, the total import in 1965 was $545,153
compared to $3,236,835 in 1982. The world's import increased by 593.75
percent. The United States' import was around 12.6 percent of
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the world's import. In 1982, the import value of the United States was
about $409,343. In Canada, the import of plywood and veneer sheets was
about $37,118 in 1982, an increase of about 128.45 percent from 1965.
In Japan, the average growth rate of import from 1965 to 1982 was very
high. In 1982, the value was about $43,990. Ghana and the Ivory Coast
were exporters of these products, so that the import value was very small.
In terms of world export, the growth rate was about 589.27 percent
for the 18-year period covered. In the United States, the export of
plywood and veneer sheets was worth $16,300, an increase of around 27.23
percent from 1965, and the export value of these products from the
United States was about 6.6 percent of the world's export value. The
export value of plywood and veneer sheets in Canada was $174,140 in 1982,
an increase from 1965 of around 170.96 percent. In 1965, Japan's export
of plywood and veneer sheets was worth about $60,268, a decrease from
1982 to about 13.9 percent. In terms of exports from Ghana between 1965
and 1982, the export value of plywood and veneer sheets increased by
15.69 percent. In the Ivory Coast, the export of plywood and veneer
sheets in 1965 was valued at $1,244 compared to 1982 in which it was
worth about $19,000, an increase of 1,435.37 percent.
The Source of Data
The data used in this thesis were gathered from The International
Financial Statistics Yearbook, 1985 which is published by The Interna¬
tional Monetary Fund (IMF); The World Bank's World Tables Yearbook,
various issues, which is published by the World Bank, Inc.; The Yearbook
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of National Accounts Statistics from the United Nations; The World Forest
Products Demand and Supply, 1990 and 2000, which is published by the
Food and Agricultural Organization of the United Nations; and The Foresty
Yearbook, 1975 and 1983, which also is published by the Food and
Agriucltural Organization of the United Nations.
Statistical Estimation Procedures
A simultaneous equation approach (two-stage least square) was used
in the estimation of the parameters of the system. Data values used in
the estimation were collected over the period of 1965 to 1982 for the
United States, Canada, Japan, Ghana and the Ivory Coast.
CHAPTER IV
RESULTS
The main objective of this thesis is to examine the quantitative
impact of price, income and other variables on the demand and
supply of plywood and veneer sheets using a simultaneous equation model
approach. Two-stage least squares procedures are used to estimate the
parameters of the econometric model. The structural equations system is
applied to the five countries: The United States, Canada, Japan, Ghana,
and the Ivory Coast. For each country, a structural system of the
following general form is estimated:
^^t ^t-j ^2 ^t ^t
where.
= G X n matrix of current endogenous variables;
= G X n matrix of lagged endogenous variables;
= m X n matrix of exogenous variables;
U^ = G X n matrix of stochastic disturbance terms;
r = G X G matrix of coefficients on the endogenous variables;
= G X G matrix of coefficients on the predetermined variables;
and s>2 = G x m matrix of coefficients on the exogenous variables.
The structural system estimated for each country can be
represented in a matrix format as follows:
Demand: DH^ = ^l^t ^ e^GDP/POP + f^CI + g^CPI
+ hR^ + i^ER + + U^
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Supply: PD^ = 82 + b2DH^ + C2EXP^ + d2CI + e2ER + ^2
Import; IMP^ " ^3 ^3^^ ''' ^3^^ '*’ ®3^^ ^3^*^t-l ''’
*^3
Export: EXP^ = 24 + ^^PD^ + c^ER + cl^PD^_^ + + f4EXP^_^ + U^
Price: ~ ®5 '*’ ^5^^t '*' ^5^ ^ ^ ^ *^5^*^t-l '*’
^'s^t-l '*’ ^5
where all variables are as previously defined. The variables are further
identified as follows:
Endogenous: DH^, PD^, IMP^> EXP^ and P^
Predetermined: PD^_p *^t-l
Exogenous: GDP/POP, Cl, CPI, R, ER, 01
The results obtained by applying two-stage least squares procedures
to each country are summarized in Tables 1 through 5.
The United States
The coefficients in the demand equation have the appropriate signs.
There is a negative relationship between price and quantity demanded
and income (gross national product divided by population) has a positive,
relationship with demand (see Table 1).
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TABLE 1
MODEL RESULTS - THE UNITED STATES
DH^ = -16,203.32 + 1.55PD^-.007IMP^+ 13.49P^+ 150.42GDP/P0P + 78.59C1+ 91.74CPI + 445.53R + 527.58ER - .36DH^_^
{-1.42)(5.80)(-1.17) (-1.24) (1.15) (.78) (-2.71) (2.10) (.10) (-2.52)
PD^ = -7499.49 - .98DH^+ .009EXP^- 115.54CI + 8,277.07ER + •46PD^_j + 1.05P^_^
(-1.96)(5.76) (1.61) (-2.47) (2.81) (2.65) (.15)
IMPt= -131,296.17 - 12.05DH^+ 17,403.8901 + 558,875.73ER + 464.3501 + 1.06PD^_j - .32IMP^_j - 790.32P^_j
(-4.95) (-1.13) (5.94) (2.93) (.53) (.12) (-1.79) (-1.53)
EXP^= 42,341.87 + 7.02PD^- 138,157.44ER - 2.69PD^_j + .44EXP^_j + 714.47P^_j
(.20) (.83) (-.86) (-.34) (1.77) (2.23)
P^ = -100.02 - .0004DH^- .00002IMP^+ 15.52R - 35.83ER + 1.7001 + .01PD^_j - .65P^_j
(-.46) (.67) (-.22) (3.92) (-.26) (3.17) (2.19) (-2.03)
Numbers in parentheses are t-values.
SOURCE: Researcher's calculations - Results from computer printout.
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The supply equation also yields the appropriate signs. The
quantity demanded has a positive relationship with production. In the
case of imports, there is a positive relationship between imports and
construction. There is also a positive relationship between imports
and exchange rates. This result is consistent with expectation since
the United States' imports were measured in terms of Canadian currency.
The results mean that if the Canadian exchange rate fell, making the United
States rates rise, there would be an increase in imports. In the case
of exports, there is a negative relationship with exchange rate, which
means that a stronger Canadian currency would lead to a decrease.
In the price equation, oil prices have a positive relationship with
the price of plywood and veneer sheets. This is consistent with
expectation since oil prices lead to high transportation costs and
serious inflation.
Canada
All of the coefficients in Canada's demand equation have the
appropriate signs. There is a negative relationship between price
and quantity demanded and a positive relationship between income and
quantity demanded. These results are consistent with predictions made
by demand theory.
The supply equation productions have a positive relationship with
quantity demanded. There is a negative relationship between exchange
rate and imports. This means that if the dollar value increases, the
imports will decrease. There is also a positive relationship between
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export and exchange rate, which means if the dollar value decreases
relative to the Canadian currency, there will be an increase in the
export of Canada.
In the price equation, there is a positive relationship between
oil prices and the prices of plywood and veneer sheets. This result is
consistent with the theory since oil is used in both production and
transportation of plywood and veneer sheets (see Table 2).
Japan
The result of Japan's demand equation is different from the United
States and Canada because there is a positive relationship between the
price of plywood and veneer sheets and the quantity demanded. There is
also a positive relationship between income and the quantity demanded.
In the supply equation, production has a positive relation with the
quantity demanded. In the import equation, import has a positive relation¬
ship with the quantity demanded and the same is true for the oil prices and
exchange rate. Based on the results from the Japan model, plywood and
veneer sheets seem to be the Giffen good,^ because as the price goes
up, the quantity demanded still increases as shown by the positive sign
in the demand equation. Also, the positive sign relation between oil
prices and imports means that although oil prices—which represent the
transportation cost—increased, Japan still increases imports of plywood
and veneer sheets. This is not too surprising since Japan imports
^Kohler, Hirnz, Intermediate Microeconomics Theory and Application,




MODEL RESULTS - CANADA
DH^ = 515.88 + 1.12PD^+ .003IMP^ - 5.33P^ + 13.69GDP/P0P - 15.63CI + 11.34CPI + 29.68R - 1,373.27ER - .02DH^_j
(.25) (1.11) (1.48) (-.59) (.77) (-.49) (.46) (.29) (-.44) (-.03)
PD^= 531.01 + .58DH^+ .005EXP^- 1.74CI + 337.29ER + .08PD^_j - 2.67P^_^
(.54)(2.67) (2.68) (-.18) (.44) (.37) (-2.03)
IMP^= -70,573.74 + 126.00DH^+ 939.69CI - 55,925.49ER - 1,223.38 01- 105.91PD^_^ - l,171.97P^_j - .379IMP^_j
(-.22) (.60) (.19) (-.22) (-.54) (-1.15) (1.41) (-.25)
EXP^= -232,437.69 + 43.45PD^+ 123,128.85ER + 23.86PD^_j - 123.16P^_j + .76EXP^_j
(-2.83) (2.14) (1.65) (1.02) (-.81) (3.13)
P^ = 38.58 + .08DH^- .0007IMP^+ 8.50R - 157.I7ER + 1.02 I - .003PD^_j + .19P^_j
(.17) (1.10) (-1.18) (1.17) (-.75) (.73) (.04) (.22)
Numbers in parentheses are t-values.
SOURCE: Researcher's Calculations- Results from computer printout
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practically all their wood. Table 3 shows the results of the model for
Japan.
Ghana and the Ivory Coast
The results for the demand equations for the two countries are
very similar. There is a negative relationship between the prices of
plywood and veneer sheets and the quantity demanded. There is also a
negative relationship between the income and quantity demanded.
In the supply equation, there is a positive relation between
production and the quantity demanded. There is a negative relationship
between the exchange rate and imports which means when the exchange rate
increases, imports will decrease. In the export equation of Ghana,
there is a negative relation between the exchange rate and exports;
however, for the Ivory Coast there is a positive relation between the
exchange rate and exports.
In the price equation for both countries, the relation between oil
prices and the prices of plywood and veneer sheets is positive, which
is consistent with the hypothesis in the study. Tables 4 and 5 show
the model results for Ghana and the Ivory Coast, respectively.
These structural estimates may be translated into elasticities as
shown in Table 6. The elasticities measure the relative responsiveness
of the endogenous variables to changes in the exogenous variables. In




MODEL RESULTS - JAPAN
DH^ = -1,578.72 + .97PD^+ .006IMP^+ .96P^+ 5.52GDP/POP - 2.36CI + 1.36CPI - 28.98R + 3.39ER + .02DH^_j
(-3.58)(54.70) (8.20) (1.29) (2.21) (-4.24) (1.79) (-1.02) (2.65) (1.38)
PD^ = -321.99 + .86DH^+ .OlEXP^- 1.81CI + .04ER + .05PD^_j + .59P^_j
(.44)(12.86) (4.26) (-1.08) (.03) (.90) (.49)
IMP^= -84,295.29 + 36.76DH^+ 400.69CI +91.34ER + 164.4101 -'30.33PD^_j - 66.22P^_j + .63IMP^_j
(-.39) (1.28) (.72) (.21) (.13) (-.85) (-.08) (1.14)
EXP^= 105,099.81 + 8.48PD^- 115.93ER - 7.53PD^_j - 85.66P^_j
(2.07) (1.36) (-1.14) (-1.31) (-.90)
P^ = 228.84 + .03DH^- .0003IMP^+ 19.03R - .80ER + .46 01 - .03PD^_^ + .24P^_j
(2.31) (2.30) (-.75) (1.47) (-2.30) (.68) (-1.79) (.38)
Numbers In parentheses are t-values.
SOURCE; Researcher's calculations - Results from the computer printout.
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TABLE 4
MODEL RESULTS - GHANA
DH^ = 15.04 + .99PD^+ .66IMP^ - .06P^ - .87GDP/P0P + .005CI + .03CPI + 1.03R - 7.22ER + .05DH^_j
(.25)(1.53) (.47) (-.26) (-.76) (.42) (.44) (.64) (-.32) (.16)
PD^= 6.20 + .82DH^+ .OOBEXP^- .006CI + 3.54ER - .02PD^_j - .04P^_j
(.96) (3.96) (3.08) (-1.16) (.83) (-.09) (-.85)
IMP^= 38.29 - .16DH^- .006CI - 6.26ER + .11 Oi - 0.40PD^_j- .006P^_j + .63IMP^_j
(4.37) (-.70) (-.90) (-1.54) (.67) (-2.16) (-.06) (-.56)
EXP^= 2,616.19 + 126.52PPj.- 3,204.68ER + 3.66PD^_j + 12.64P^_^
(1.42) (1.29) (-1.54) (.05) (.61)
P^ = -98.30 + .03DH^+ 3.29IMP^- l.OOR + 59.47ER + .07 Oi + 2.25PD^_^ + .27P^_j
(-.97) (.02) (1.20) (-.17) (1.65) (.07) (1.64) (.44)
Numbers is parentheses are t-values.
SOURCE: Researcher's calculations - Results from the computer printout.
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TABLE 5
MODEL RESULTS - THE IVORY COAST
DH^ = 10.27 + .92PD^+ .38IMP^- .65P^- 25.33GDP/P0P + 1.47CI + 3.85CPI + 1.73R - .32ER - .49DH^_j
(.06) (1.01) (.69) (-1.05) (- 1.19) (.79) (.77) (.31) (-.55)
POj = 69.14 + .81DH^ + .004EXP^- .67CI - .15ER f .24PD,_i -
(1.20) (2.35) (2.18) (-1.58) (-.80) (.91) (-.12)
IHP^ = 252.57 - .51DH .89CI - .61ER + .71 Oi - 0.70PD^_j - .004P^_j - .127lMP^_j
(2.24) (-.98) (-1.24) (-1.85) (.65) ( -1.92) (.008) (-.56)
IIXUJ -8,755. 22 - 69. 70PD^+ 22.72ER - 27 .09PD^_i - 35.33P^_j
(-1. 13) (1. 64) (.89) (- .68) (1.56)
292.04 - .007DH .- .82IMP.+ 1.03R
t t
- .66ER + .78 Oi - .60PD^_j + .39P^_j
(1.37) (-.008) (-1.12) (.08) (-1.33) (.41) (- .78) (.45)
Numbers in parentheses are t-values.




Elasticities U, S. A. Canada Japan Ghana Ivory Coast
Price elasticity of demand -0.12 -0.38 0.02 -0.27 -3.64
Income elasticity of
demand 5.53 -1.48 -0.056 -1.65 -7.11
Construction index
elasticity of demand -0.19 0.99 0.001 0.05 1.42
Exchange Rate elasticity
of demand 2.93 -0.37 -0.11 0.28 -3.48
Demand elasticity of
production 1.09 0.51 0.84 0.55 0.28
Construction index
elasticity of import 4586.54 1899.62 89.58 -0.15 24.00
Energy price index
elasticity of import -0.12 0.02 -0.002 -0.07 -5.19
Production elasticity of
export 0.96 0.87 0.09 1.53 -0.61
Energy price elasticity
of price 0.75 -0.18 0.002 18.29 -0.41
Note: For endogenous variables, the elasticities were calculated by the
coefficients of the variable times the average physical product.
For exogenous variables, the elasticities were calculated by
(1 - dJ * -1 D2 times the average physical product.




Price elasticity of demand for plywood and veneer sheets is 0.12.
This means that if the price of plywood and veneer sheets increases by
ten percent, the demand will decrease by 1.2 percent. The demand for
p'lywood and veneer sheets is therefore inelastic, and people will not
change their demand drastically when price changes.
Income elasticity of demand is 5.53. This means that if income
increases by ten percent, the demand for plywood and veneer sheets will
increase by 55.3 percent.
The elasticity of demand with respect to construction is 0.19.
If construction increases by ten percent, the demand for plywood and
veneer.sheets will increase by 1.9 percent. Even though the change is
consistent with our hypothesis of a positive relationship between
construction and plywood, the elasticity is low. This may be because
a great deal of construction materials can be used to substitute plywood
and veneer sheets.
Exchange rate elasticity of demand is 2.93. This means that if the
Canadian currency became weaker by ten percent, the demand for plywood
and veneer sheets in the United States will increase by 29.3 percent.
This high elastcity may explain some of the concerns over Canadian
hardwood imports expressed by the U. S. producers. The U. S. producers
have changed that their counterparts in Canada may enjoy huge government
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subsidies, thus lowering the cost of production. The practical effect
of such subsidy will be to make exports cheaper relative to imports.
This is equivalent to the lowering of the exchange rate in favor of
Canada. With such a high elasticity of demand, Canadian producers are
encouraged to export more.
The results also show that producers respond quite evenly to
market demand increase of 10.9 percent in production for a ten
percent change in demand. Inventories may enable producers to respond
in this manner to avoid excesses in the market that may dampen prices.
Energy price index elasticity of import is 0.12. This means that if
the energy prices increase by ten percent, import would increase by
1.2 percent. This result is surprising given that high energy prices
may increase transportation costs and raise the price of wood. This
is supported by the estimate of the direct relationship between energy
prices and the price of plywood and veneer sheets. A ten percent
increase in energy prices will increase the price of plywood and veneer
sheets by 7.5 percent.
Canada
Price elasticity of demand is 0.38. This means that if the price of
plywood and veneer sheets increases by ten percent, then the demand will
decrease by 3.8 percent. The demand for plywood and veneer sheets is
inelastic. Therefore, when price changes, the demand for plywood and
veneer sheets will not change much.
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Income elasticity of demand is 1.48. This means that if income
increases by ten percent, the demand for plywood and veneer sheets will
increase by 14.8 percent. The income elasticity is as high as in the
United States.
Demand elasticity with respect to construction is 0.99. This means
that.if construction increases by ten percent, the demand for plywood and
veneer sheets will decrease by 9.90 percent. The change is not
consistent with the hypothesis. This may be due to availability
of substitutes like paperboard, brick, etc. that can be used in home
construction.
Energy price elasticity of import is 0.02. This means that if the
energy prices increase by ten percent, it would lead to a decrease in
import by 0.2 percent because the price of energy would raise the
transportation cost.
Production elasticity of exports is 0.87. This means that if the
production increases by ten percent, it would lead to an increase in
exports by 8.7 percent because the government subsidy supported the
growth in exports so that the production elasticity with respect to
export remained inelastic.
Energy price elasticity of plywood and veneer sheets is 0.002.
This means that if the energy prices increase by ten percent, the price
of plywood and veneer sheets will increase by 0.02 percent. The energy




Price elasticity of demand is 0.02. This means that if the price
of plywood and veneer sheets increases by ten percent, the demand will
increase by 0.2 percent. In this case, it is often alleged that because
of fire, the price of plywood and veneer sheets went up rather than down.
The Japanese found that buying the same amount of wood would cost more
and left less money for other goods, such as plastics. The resultant
combination of goods provided insufficient stocks and low inventories.
Yet, by spending even less on plastic and more on wood, the construction
material could be raised. Thus, the higher price of wood gave rise to
a larger quantity of wood demanded. Therefore, plywood and veneer
sheets in Japan are Griffen goods.
Income elasticity of demand is 0.056. This means that if income
increases by ten percent, then the demand will increase by 0.56 percent.
The change in income will not affect the demand for plywood and veneer
sheets with respect to income being inelastic.
Construction elasticity of demand is 0.001. This means that if
the construction increases by ten percent, it would lead to a decrease
in demand by 0.01 percent. There might be a Tot of substitution
materials that can be used instead of plywood and veneer sheets.
Exchange rate elasticity of demand is 0.11. This means if the
Japanese currency became more valuable by ten percent, it would lead
to an increase in demand by 1.1 percent.
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Demand elasticity of production is 0.84 which means that if demand
increases by ten percent, it would lead to an increase in production
by 8.4 percent.
Construction elasticity of import is 89.58. This means that if
construction increased by ten percent, it would lead to an increase
in import by 895.8 percent.
Energy price elasticity of imports is 0.002. This means that if
energy price increases by ten percent, imports would increase by 0.02
percent. Energy price elasticity is inelastic so that people will not
change their import when energy price changes.
Energy price elasticity of price of plywood and veneer sheets is
0.002 which means that if the energy prices increase by ten percent, it
would lead to an increase in price of plywood and veneer sheets by 0.02
percent.
Ghana
Price elasticity of demand is 0.27. This means that if the price
increases by ten percent, it would lead to a decrease in demand by
2.7 percent. The demand for plywood and veneer sheets is inelastic,
therefore, the demand will not change when price increases.
Income elasticity of demand is 1.65. This means if income
increases by ten percent, it would lead to a decrease in demand by
16.5 percent. If people have more income, they would buy less plywood
and veneer sheets. Plywood and veneer sheets in Ghana seem to be
inferior goods.
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Construction elasticity of demand is 0.05. This means that if
construction increases by ten percent, it would lead to an increase
in demand by 0.5 percent. This is consistent with expectation.
Construction elasticity of import is 0.15. This means that if
construction increases by ten percent, it would lead to a decrease in
import by 1.5 percent. This may be because Ghana exports wood products.
The import value of this item is very low, therefore, even though
construction increases, it will not have much effect on import.
Energy price elasticity of price is 18.29. This means that if energy
prices increase by ten percent, it would lead to an increase in the
price of plywood and veneer sheets by 182.9 percent. The high energy
may increase the cost of plywood and veneer sheets.
The Ivory Coast
Price elasticity of demand is 3.64. This means that if price
increases by ten percent, it would lead to a decrease in demand by 36.4
percent. The result is consistent with expectation.
Income elasticity of demand is 7.11. This means that if income
increases by ten percent, it would lead to the decrease in demand by
71.1 percent. In the Ivory Coast, plywood and veneer sheets also seem
to be inferior goods.
Construction elasticity of demand is 1.42. This means that if
construction is increased by ten percent, it would lead to an increase
in demand by 14.2 percent.
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Energy price elasticity of import is 5.19. This means that if the
energy prices increase by ten percent, it would lead to a decrease in
demand by 51.9 percent. People will change their import when energy
prices changes.
Energy price elasticity of price is 0.41. This means if energy
prices increase by ten percent, it would lead to an increase in the
price by 4.1 percent.
Multiplier Analysis
This section is mainly concerned with changes in the endogenous
variables anticipated because of a unit change in some exogenous
variables. There are two types of multipliers: short-run multiplier
and long-run multiplier. These two kinds of multipliers will be
2
derived using the results of the plywood and veneer sheets model.
Short-run Multiplier
The short-run multiplier, also called impact multiplier, shows
the influence of a one-unit change in some exogenous variables (X^) on
the endogenous variables (Y^) within the same period, while all other
predetermined variables are held constant. The short-run multiplier
can be obtained by taking the partial derivative of with respect
to from our reduced form of the equation. In mathematical form,.the
short-run multiplier Dm may be defined as follows:
2
Lecture of Dr. Fred 0. Boadu in the Econometrics I class, Atlanta
University, Spring 1985.
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°m " D2 X^)
where,
D„ = The multiplier;m ^ ’
D, = Matrix of predetermined multiplied by inverse matrix of
endogenous; and
D2 = Matrix of exogenous multiplied by inverse matrix of endogenous.
With this in mind, the short-run multipliers for income on demand of
five countries are:
1) U. S. A. = 916.781
2) Canada = -31.216
3) Japan = -6.359
4) Ghana = -1.639
5) Ivory Coast = -28.622
Any other short-run multipliers from the plywood and veneer sheets
model can be directly obtained by showing:
3Y.^/3Xj^ = D (i, j), 2
i.e., for any pair of endogenous and exogenous variables identified by
i and j, the corresponding short-term multiplier is the i, j element
of the D2 matrix.
Elasticity measures can be obtained from the multiplier. Using
the same example for income on demand, the results of the .elasticity
at the means for income on demand E are shown in Table 7.
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TABLE 7








United States 916.781 102.85/17,058.94 5.53
Canada -31.216 98.48/x2,080.67 « 00
Japan - 6,359 58.70/ 6,631.11 -0.06
Ghana - 1.639 32.28/ 32.06 -1.65
Ivory Coast -28.622 6.5 / 26.17 -7.11
SOURCE: Researcher's calculations - Results from computer printout.
Long-run Multiplier
The long-run multiplier, also known as the equilibrium of stationary
multipliers, enables us to examine the impact of a sustained unit change
in an exogenous variable on the endogenous variables over a period of
time. The long-run multiplier may be defined as follows:
o'- = (1 - D^)"^ D^^ D2
where,
D^ = The long-run multiplier;
D^ = The matrix of the reduced form endogenous variable; and
D2 = The matrix of exogenous and predetermined variables.
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The United States
(1 - D^)"2 D2 =
-16.926 22.056 10.323 -207.312 1772.080 -16.391
-4.104 -23.447 2.503 -246.884 -702.521 -26.278
7014.330 -7076.730 -4277.980 -25765.800 276471.000 -5386.440
-3352.680 -1410.250 2044.780 10276.000 -317748.000 2223.370
4.858 2.142 -2.963 -10.001 430.250 -2.684
Canada
(1 - D^r2 Di =
6.121 -4.858 5.070 -5.535 18.326 -6.222
7.126 -3.204 5.903 -23.223 388.139 -12.374
19495.200 -16417.500 16148.700 -11943.300 -101473.000 -17860.900
-8586.060 7069.810 -7112.200 7878.370 -162281.000 8505.660
-2.964 2.130 -2.456 4.134 -36.137 3.456
Japan
(1 - Dl =
7.665 -2.447 3.374 -17.203 3.096 1.880
27.526 -9.136 12.117 -55.737 10.722 6.805
-564.822 188.935 -248.644 1392.770 -228.726 -133.118
-2776.930 902.285 -1222.45 5728.080 -1102.880 -690.309
-3.260 0.955 -1.435 10.024 -1.437 -0.771
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Ghana
(1 - D2 =
-0.671E-1 0.385E-3 0.154E-2 0.771E-1 0.235 1.178
-0.531E-1 0.305E-3 0.157E-2 0.610E-1 0.190 0.780
-0.118E-1 0.707E-4 0.209E-2 0.141E-1 0.709E- 1 -13.484
278.897 -1.602 -6.833 -320.370 -987.638 -1060.610
1.699 -0.977E-2 -0.548E-1 -1.954 -6.281 45.484
Ivory Coast
(1 - D^)"^
652.167 17.946 -99.125 -23.976 15.504 -5.694
-265.768 -7.211 40.395 9.783 -6.289 2.265
764.900 20.300 -116.260 -28.136 17.996 -6.387
-16745.200 -466.135 2545.170 613.540 -398.150 147.568
518.183 14.220 -78.761 -18.888 12.257 -4.394
o'" represents a matrix of five-by-six (long-run multipliers for
the United States, Canada, Japan, Ghana, and the Ivory Coast model)
coefficients. Substituting this into the formula above, the long-run
multiplier for income and demand in the five countries are summarized
in Table 8. The positive effects of a sustained change in income in
Canada, Japan and the United States are consistent with what one expects.
However, the negative relationships for the Ivory Coast and Ghana are not
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easily explained. The results in these two countries will make veneer
and plywood an inferior good, even though our previous discussion
would seem to suggest that the plywood and veneer sheets are actually
luxury items.
TABLE 8
LONG-RUN MULTIPLIERS FOR INCOME AND DEMAND
Long-run Mean of Income Long-run
Country Multipl ier Mean of Income Elasticity
United States -16.926 102.85/17,058.94 -0.10
Canada 6.121 98.48/ 2,080.67 0.29
Japan 7.665 58.70/ 6,631.11 0.07
Ghana -0.067 32.38/ 32.06 -0.07
Ivory Coast 652.167 6.5 / 26.17 161.98
SOURCE: Researcher's calculations - Results from computer printout.
Dynamic Discrepancy
One area of interest for policy purposes is the effect of a
sustained change in one exogenous variable on an endogenous variable.
For example, if all other exogenous variables were held constant
at their means and income was allowed to increase at a steady rate over
a period of time, then what will be the effect on the endogenous
variables in the plywood and veneer sheets model?
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A matrix of exogenous variables holding all other variables
constant at their means will look as follows:
United States Canada Japan Ghana ivory Coast
124.27 120.48 115.95 36.10 32.16
88.51 87.69 74.98 176.78 48.57
64.91 65.89 64.64 42.87 53.37
7.06 8.54 5.95 8.69 6.25
1.08 1.08 293.69 1.55 249.00
35.48 35.48 35.48 35.48 35.48
where = a constant vector of the mean of exogenous variables.
Assuming only income to be changing, the rate of growth of all
other exogenous variables is equal to zero so that an E matrix (rate
of growth matrix) looks as follows:
United States Canada Japan Ghana Ivory Coast
21.42 22.00 57.25 3.84 25.66
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
where = a constant vector of coefficients showing the rate of change
on exogenous variables ease to change.
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This question can be addressed by focusing on the dynamic
discrepancy. A dynamic system may be represented generally as follows:
= (1 - D^)"^ \ ^2 ^t
where is the exogenous variable assumed to change over time. In
effect, if all exogenous variables were held constant at the means, and
income was allowed to increase at a steady rate of $2.14 million in
the U. S., $2.20 million in Canada, $5.73 million in Japan, $0.38
million in Ghana, and $2.57 million in the Ivory Coast, then a ten-year
income change may be defined as:
^tlO " ^t ^tlO
where all variables are as previously defined. Substituting the assumed
rates of income growth into the above equation, the ten-year income
increase may be calculated as given below:
United States IIO
>- 102.85 + 21.42 = 124.27
Canada '^lO " 98.48 + 22.00 = 120.48
Japan ^10 " 58.70 + 57.25 = 115.95
Ghana ^10 " 32.28 + 3.82 = 36.10
Ivory Coast ^10 " 6.50 + 25.66 = 32.16
Therefore, the estimated equilibrium level for a ten-year period
is as follows:
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United States Canada Japan Ghana Ivory Coast
128376.0 -2744.9 -2067.0 -143.9 -17472.2
139064.0 -1749.3 1536.5 242.4 122.8
.221E-7 -583126.0 -.299E-7 17.5 3446.7
-.505E-7 .128E-7 -.158E-7 31435.5 -1214250.0
1564.8 235.5 -7943.3 2611.7 -6744.6
All the changes have occurred as a result of income change.
Summary and Conclusions
Three countries, the United States, Canada and Japan, produce more
than 50 percent of the world's plywood and veneer sheets. The remaining
50 percent is produced in European countries, Asia and Africa. Two
countries, Ghana and the Ivory Coast, are the big producers of plywood
and veneer sheets in comparison with other African countries, but not
in comparison with the world as a whole.
The consumption of plywood and veneer sheets is concentrated in
developed countries. The United States is the single most important
plywood and veneer sheets consuming country with a share of about 35.59
percent of total world consumption, followed by Japan with 17.46 percent.
The output of plywood and veneer sheets is used in the construction
industry which is dependent on the demand for housing. Plywood and
veneer sheets are also used in the furniture industry, for toys, boxes
etc. Their consumption has increased slowly since the oil crisis.
There are two main reasons for the sluggish growth in plywood and veneer
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sheets consumption. First, the prices of many substitute products
(plastic, paperboard, cement, etc.) have declined relative to the price
of plywood and veneer sheets. Hence, these materials have replaced
plywood and veneer sheets in many of its traditional end-uses. Second,
the world economic recession in 1980 affected the construction industry.
Most of the market forces of the world's demand and supply of plywood
and veneer sheets in the world economy are summarized in econometric
models presented in this study. These models are summarized as follows:
1) The demand for plywood and veneer sheets is a function of
production, import, price and gross domestic product divided
by population, construction index, consumer price index,
previous interest rate, previous year's price of plywood and
veneer sheets and previous year's demand for plywood and
veneer sheets.
2) Supply is a function of quantity demanded, construction index,
export value of plywood and veneer sheets, exchange rate,
previous year's price and previous year's production.
3) Import is a function of quantity demand of plywood and veneer
sheets, exchange rate, construction index, consumer price
index, oil price index, previous year's import value of plywood
and veneer sheets, previous year's price and previous year's
production.
4) Export is a function of production, exchange rate, previous
year's production, previous year's price and previous year's
export value.
5) Price is a function of quantity demanded, exchange rate, oil
price index, interest rate, import value, and previous year's
price.
The simultaneous equations results of the model show that:
1) The demand for plywood and veneer sheets is price inelastic
in the United States, Canada and Ghana. However, in the Ivory
Coast, the demand for plywood and veneer sheets is elastic.
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2) The income elasticity of demand has been greater than unity
in plywood and veneer sheets in the United States, Canada,
Ghana and the Ivory Coast, but in Japan it is less than one,
implying inelasticity.
3) The exchange rate elasticities of demand were negative in
Canada, Japan and the Ivory Coast. The United States (which
used the Canada exchange rate in the model) and Ghana had
positive signs.
4) Construction index had a positive sign in relation to imports
in developed countries (the United States, Canada and Japan);
but in developing countries (Ghana and the Ivory Coast) there
was a negative relation with respect to imports.
5) The energy prices, with respect to imports, had the appropriate
signs (negative) which means that an increase in the energy
prices would lead to an decrease in the imports of plywood and
veneer sheets.
6) Previous year's price elasticity of export in the United States
and Ghana had positive signs. However, in Canada, Japan and
the Ivory Coast, the signs were negative.
7) The energy price, with respect to price of plywood and veneer
sheets, had the appropriate signs (positive), which means that
an increase in the energy price would lead to an increase in
the price of plywood and veneer sheets.
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1.00 1.12 -0.003 0.0 5.33
-0.58 1.00 0.00 -0.005 0.00
126.00 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 -43.45 0.00 1.00 0.00
-0.08 0.00 0.001 0.00 1.00
-0.02 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.08 0.00 0.00 -2.67
0.00 -105.91 -0.38 0.00 ■ 1171.97
0.00 23.86 0.00 0.76 -123.60
0.00 0.003 0.00 0.00 0.19
13.69 -15.63 11.34 29.68 -1373.27 0.00
0.00 -1.74 0.00 0.00 337.29 0.00
0.00 939.69 0.00 0.00 55925.50 -1223.38
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 123129.00 0.00
0.00 0.00 0.00 8.50 -157.12 1.02
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Japan
1.00 -0.97 -0.006 0.00 -0.96
-0.86 1.00 0.00 0.01 0.00
-36.76 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 -8.48 0.00 1.00 0.00
-0.03 0.00 0.0003 0.00 1.00
0.023 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.25 0.00 o.no 0.59
0.00 -30.33 0.63 0.00 -66.22
0.00 -7.53 0.00 0.14 -85.66
0.00 -0.03 0.00 0.00 0.24
5.52 -2.36 2.43 -28.98 3.39 0 .00
0.00 -1.81 0.00 0.00 0.04 0 oo•
0.00 400.69 0.00 0.00 91.34 164 .41
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 -115.93 0 oo•


















































1.00 -0.92 -0.38 0.00 0.65
-0.81 1.00 0.00 -0.004 0.00
= 0.51 0.00 1.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 -69.70 0.00 1.00 0.00
0.007 0.00 0.82 0.00 1.00
-0.49 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00
0.00 0.24 0.00 0.00 -0.02
= 0.00 -0.70 0.33 0.00 0.004
0.00 -27.09 0.00 0.52 35.32
0.00 -0.60 0.00 0.00 0.39
-25.33 1.47 3.85 1.73 -0.32 0.00
0.00 -0.67 0.00 0.00 -0.15 0.00
=
. 0.00 -0.89 0.00 0.00 -0.61 0.71
0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 22.72 0.00
, 0.00 0.00 0.00 1.03 -0.66 0.78
APPENDIX B
MATRIX OF VARIABLES AND MULTIPLIERS
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The United States
0.555 0.918 -0.374E-2 0.827E-2 -7.488
0.735 0.725 -0.497E-2 0.653E-2 -8.866
-2.487 -2.984 -0.287 -0.269E-1 -756.769
-5.315 -8.368 0.021 0.365 786.170
-0.119E-1 -0.898E-2 0.929E-4 -0.808E-4 -0.490
D
2
-231.921 58.251 141.447 -364.434 -13702.200 40.177
-242.611 61.427 147.967 -381.232 -6825.750 40.029
2794.650 16702 -1704.440 4391.430 723987 -19.785
-1703.130 431.218 1038.73 -2676.25 -186074 295.044
-0.984 -0.101 0.600 13.974 -105.119 1.861
(1 - D^) * - 1 D2 =
916.781
•
-36.907 -559.138 1344.790 46272.800 -164.122
958.779 -53.094 -584.752 1383.290 54547.700 -174.568
5645.570 12428.900 -3443.190 2728.380 747316.000 -1281.33
-36890.200 3507.470 22499.000 -42505.600 0.212E-7 7929.590
-11.396 1.132 6.9500 -7.204 -606.468 3.100
(1 - D^) * - 2 Di D2 =
-16.926 22.056 10.323 -207.312 1772.080 -16.391
-4.104 -23.447 2.503 -246.884 -702.521 -26.278
7014.330 -7076.730 -4277.980 -25765.800 276471.000 -5386.440
-3352.680 -1410.25 2044.780 10276.000 -317748.000 2223,370
4.858 2.142 2.963 -10.001 430.250 -2.684
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Canada
0.441E-1 0.632E-1 0.368E-3 0.316E-3 -0.235
-0.419 -0.479 0.678E-3 -0.236E-2 -0.528
397.876 433.997 1.763 2.170 -948.709
-105.531 -78.331 -0.756 0.368 439.323
0.144E-1 0.244E-1 0.702E-4 0.122E-3 0.113
-30.216 22.716 -25.029 34.487 -798.608 34.492
-22.389 14.609 -18.546 25.554 625.668 25.558
-3807.190 3801.910 -3153.650 4345.310 -■156550.000 3122.590
-972.811 634.767 -805.820 1110.310 150314.000 1110.480
1.390 -1.985 1.151 6.914 -64.459 0.657
Dp * - 1 D2 =
-31.216 23.454 -25.858 35.091 -703.679 35.455
-33.385 25.768 -27.654 22.756 603.057 32.315
-6547.810 4948.900 -5423.800 9132 910 209762.000 7145.330
17816.300 -14490.200 14758.000 -13386.200 -31825.500 -17233.400
3.113 -3.535 2.579 6.427 -88.492 -0.732
(1 - D^) * - 2 D2 =
6.121 -4.858 5.070 -5.535 18.326 -6.222
7.126 -3.204 5.903 -23.223 388.139 -12.374
19495.200 -16417.500 16148.700 -11943.300 -101473.000 -17860.900
-8586.060 7069.810 -7112.200 7878.370 -162281.000 8505.660
-2.964 2.130 -2.456 4.134 -36.137 3.456
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Japan
-0.153 -0.162 -0.874E-3 -0.162E-2 -0.147
-0.387 -0.356 -0.239E-2 -0.355E-2 0.218
“l = 43.910 13.398 0.901 0.134 -24.067
50.479 46.571 0.314 0.606 -37.200
0.157 0.134 0.827 0.134E-2 0.391
-36.734 13.241 -16.171 71.281 -13.026 -9.188
-34.519 10.464 -15.196 66.981 -13.494 -8.634
h = -1350.360 887.415 -594.450 2620.280 -387.502 -173.353
-292.719 88.737 -128.860 568.003 -230.100 -73.217
-0.670 0.131 -0.307 20.382 -1.075 0.236
(1 - D^) * - 1 02 =
-6.359 0.122 -2.799 15.704 -2.454 -2.577
19.367 13.382 8.526 -16.078 4.422 3.269
■15677.000 8098.190 -6901.270 24854.800 -4796.680- -3039.540
-8187.610 3583.800 -3604.330 12388.100 -2854.770 -1824.230
- 37.811 16.176 -16.645 94.968 -14.215 -7.696
(1 - 0^) * - 2 °2 =
7.665 -2.447 3.374 -17.203 3.096 1.880
27.526 -9.136 12.117 -55.737 10.722 6.805
-564.822 188.935 -248.644 1392.77 -228.726 -133.118
-2776.930 902.285 -1222.45 5728.08 -1102.88 -690.309
-3.260 0.955 -1.435 10.024 -1.437 -0.771
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Ghana
-0.864E-1 0.524E-1 0.400E-1 -0.262E-3 -0.519E-2
0.170E-1 -0.197E-2 - 0.124 0.984E-5 -0.410E-1
°1 = -0.406 -0.491 0.442E-1 0.246E-2 0.134
-70.273 -84.544 9.077 -0.147 16.856
1.722 2.422 1.685 -0.121 0.167
-1.504 0.864E-2 0.408E-1 1. 728 5.289 -3.147
-0.756 0.434E-2 0.168E-1 0.868 2.656 10.402
“2 = 0.241 -0.138E-2 -0.125E-1 -0. 277 -0.846 -5.756
-95.525 0.549 2.216 109. 834 336.091 -1888.590
0.747 -0.429E-2 -0.400E-1 -0. 858 -3.625 40.437
(1 - D^) * - 1 D2 =
-1.639 0.942E-2 0.443E-1 1.884 5.771 -3.209
-0.769 0.442E-2 0.205E-1 0.883 2.782 7.223
0.973 -0.559E-2 -0.405E-1 -1.117 -3.686 0.144E-]
33.753 -0.194 -1.959 -38.714 -143.454 -871.241
-3.250 0.187E-1 0.497E-1 3.733 10.289 75.583
(1 - 0^) * -2 D2 =
-0.671E-1 0.385E-3 0.154E-2 0.771E-1 0.235 1.178
-0.531E-1 0.305E-3 0.157E-2 0.610E-1 0.190 0.780
-0.118E-1 0.707E-4 0.209E-2 0.141E-1 0.709E-1 -13.484
278.897 -1.602 -6.833 320.370 -987.638 -1060.610
1.699 -0.977E-2 -0.548E-1 -1.954 -6.281 45.484
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Ivory Coast
-1. 145 -1 .461 -1. 046 -0. 584E-2 0 .745
0. 611 1 .112 0. 574 0. 445E-2 -0 417
“l = -2. 227 -3 .812 -1. 707 -0. 152E-1 1 452
57. 982 86 .657 23. 975 0. 867 -2 .368
-1. 200 -2 .363 -1. 416 -0. 945E-2 1 .170
-59. 210 -0. 461 8.999 2 .479 -1.223 0. 330
-66. 500 -1. 447 10.108 2 .784 -1.456 0. 371
“2 = 30. 197 -0. 655 -4.590 -1 .264 0.139E-1 0. 542
-4635 .05 -100. 347 704.498 194 .057 -78.759 25. 843
-24 .347 0. 540 3.701 2 .049 -0.663 0. 334
(1 - “1 ) ^' -1 ^2 =
- 28 .622 0.764 4.350 1 .424 -0.366 -0 .121
-222 .983 -4 .953 33.892 9 .279 -4.841 -1 .510
778. 467 15 .452 118.322 32 .321 15.933 -4 .580
-55935 800 -989 .178 8501.88 2424 .000 -1114.700 328 .843
213 781 7 .041 -32.493 -7 .386 4.718 -1 .679
(1 - “1 ) ^t _ 2 Dl D 2 "
652. 167 17 .946 -99.125 23 .976 15.504 -5 .694
-265. 768 -7 .211 40.395 9 .783 -6.289 2 .265
764. 900 20 .300 116.260 28 .136 17.996 -6 .387
-16745 200 -466 .135 2545.170 613 .540 -398.15 147. 568
518. 183 14 .220 -78.761 18 .888 12.257 ■4. 394
APPENDIX C
PRODUCTION AND CONSUMPTION OF PLYWOOD AND VENEER SHEETS
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TABLE 9
















1965 26,374 26,558 12,811 14,076 1,844 1,537 2,711 2,327 21 9 19 7
1966 27,848 27,989 13,208 14,662 2,035 1,699 3,199 2,819 30 16 43 33
1967 29,345 29,554 13,059 14,468 2,085 1,711 3,929 3,612 29 18 43 23
1968 32,449 32.625 14,509 16,533 2,187 1,789 4,931 4,517 27 19 52 10
1969 33,791 34,067 13,635 15,699 2,190 1,935 6,119 5,755 26 6 45 15
1970 36,051 36,405 14,078 16,076 2,071 1,749 7,308 7,252 34 12 80 48
1971 39,770 39,690 16,184 18,668 2,240 2,021 7,497 7,247 44 30 88 24
1972 43,580 43,064 17,746 20,926 2,411 2,241 8,048 7,679 54 33 84 16
1973 45,860 44,554 18,054 20,355 2,648 2,423 8,896 9,395 60 9 118 19
1974 39,885 38,992 15,172 16,481 2,248 2,388 7,743 7,939 77 52 121 24
1975 38,009 37,613 14,579 15,884 2,254 2,493 6,468 6,401 58 31 75 44
1976 42,900 42,531 16,726 18,473 2,616 2,693 7,436 7,222 74 55 85 30
1977 45,589 45,513 17,981 19,888 2,869 2,584 7,776 7,547 61 57 101 38
1978 46,089 45,911 17,056 19,082 3,004 2,537 8,316 8,153 54 42 89 35
1979 46,674 47,245 17,128 18,856 2,736 2,243 8,832 8,739 54 47 105 46
1980 43,674 43,459 14,857 15,683 2,691 2,092 8,300 8,283 54 45 118 57
1981 43,537 43,399 16,300 17,180 1,984 1,641 7,396 7,371 54 48 59 1
1982 40,766 40,670 16,300 14,071 2,156 1,676 7,040 7,103 54 48 54 1
SOURCE: FAO, Yearbook of Forest Product, 1968-1975 and 1971-1982
APPENDIX D
WORLD IMPORT AND EXPORT OF PLYWOOD AND VENEER SHEETS
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TABLE 10
WORLD IMPORT AND EXPORT OF PLYWOOD AND VENEER SHEETS
World United States Canada Japan Ghana Ivory Coast
Year EXP IMP EXP IMP EXP IMP EXP IMP EXP IMP EXP IMP
1965 518,049 545,153 14,617 170,665 64,268 16,248 65,407 649 2,021 33 1,244 56
1966 568,612 589,037 15,888 200,317 67,615 18,522 73,975 913 2,191 21 1,092 56
1967 599,084 615,340 19,146 184,406 72,187 26,365 69,554 5,870 3,524 6 2,272 81
1968 736,089 741,079 23,449 268,764 79,626 29,146 93,729 3,251 3,396 10 4,343 73
1969 829,418 866,630 42,855 297,337 74,068 42,227 93,819 8,198 2,747 10 1,953 125
1970 871,768 903,814 30,230 247,316 69,938 31,202 75,936 34,081 3,058 28 4,683 41
1971 968,002 989,406 31,474 308,902 70,220 43,258 87,647 11,913 1,946 0 5,243 35
1972 1,257,853 1,267,968 59,237 406,793 97,325 69,059 90,586 25,648 2,862 0 6,571 16
1973 1,846,189 1,961,059 108,731 473,743 111,527 87,612 73,437 175,479 10,572 0 12,645 16
1974 1,692,508 1,869,372 138,408 367,108 104,785 113,998 68,496 103,827 5,577 0 11,617 16
1975 1,566,793 1,629,138 183,647 313,178 88,344 121,729 57,459 37,554 7,395 0 7,085 16
1976 2,056,971 2,113,495 195,850 454,150 99,383 95,623 78,491 35,592 6,147 0 11,607 16
1977 2,274,771 2,408,744 123,035 538,364 139,362 68,333 99,011 22,075 1,542 0 15,727 16
1978 2,707,594 2,911,811 149,749 702,703 187,286 66,785 95,351 31,398 1,630 0 13,671 0
1979 3,374,659 3,596,228 200,131 695,602 228,166 75,484 92,796 42,680 2,915 0 13,600 0
1980 3,555,105 2,697,606 230,591 488,863 202,372 55,034 73,447 58,201 3,280 0 17,100 0
1981 3,460,456 3,567,670 275,881 550,889 184,631 98,933 69,985 30,785 2,338 0 20,800 0
1982 3,052,694 3,236,835 201,152 409,343 174,140 37,118 60,268 43,990 2,338 0 19,100 0
SOURCE: FAO, Yearbook of Forest Product, 1968-1975 and 1971-1982
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